We Bring Your Ideas To Life !
WE BRING YOUR IDEAS TO LIFE
Blending,
formulating and packaging of
SERVING THE BAKERY AND FOOD SERVICE INDUSTRY WITH
TO USE MIXES, BLENDS AND FILLINGS
your EASY
food
processing ingredients
CUSTOM & STANDARD BLENDING AND PACKAGING

FOOD COLORS

GEL COLORS
LIQUID CONCENTRATED COLORS
AIR BRUSH COLORS
POWDERED CANDY COLORS
OIL BASED CANDY COLORS
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COLORING & CAKE DECORATION
Gel Colors are used to modify the color of
icing when making roses, stems and leaves
that decorate cakes. Gel color has a smooth
texture and can easily be formulated into
icings, frosting and batters.

Powdered Candy Colors are low dusting
powdered colors. They can be used in icings
and frostings to increase color intensity

Gels are water-soluble. They are available in a

without sacrificing viscosity. They are

range of colors and are available in 20 gram,

available in 3, 4 and 9 gram, 1 oz., 1lb. and 25-

1/2oz., 4oz., 16oz., 20oz., 25lb. and 50lb

pound units.

weights.
Oil Based Candy Colors are formulated to use
Squeeze bottles are available for the smaller

in buttercream icings and frostings. They

units.

resist blooming and blushing. They are

The lower amount of liquid also makes these

available in 12, 13 and 20z and 1 gallon units

dyes better suited for candies, confections and
icings, where even a little liquid can make a
big difference in outcome.
Liquid Concentrate Colors are also used to
modify the colors of icing. They easily dissolve
in water. They are available in 2oz., 4oz.
dispenser bottles and in ¼ gallon, gallon and
5 gallon pails.
Because the dye is less intense, it's an easy
way to wet your feet in the world of food
coloring, allowing you to add the dye drop by
drop until you've reached a desired tone.
Liquid dye is also wonderful for attaining
pastel hues.
Air Brush Colors are formulated specifically to
use with an airbrush device so that a constant
fine mist can be applied to the surface of a
cake, drying easily and not clogging the
airbrush. They are available in 20g ., 2oz., 9oz.
and 1 gallon units.
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CAKE DECORATING
Meringue Powder Mix can be used as a topping or

Gum powder Mixes – Just add water for a workable

mixed with a pie filling. Fat free and easy to prepare .

gum paste that’s ready to create decorations such as

Just add water to 16oz or 10lb packs. Custom packs up

flowers, figures or plaques. Use a variety of fondant

to 50 lb. also available

tools for buttercream or rolled fondant cakes. Available

Buttercream Icing Mix
Royal Icing Mix You can create beautiful edible
decorations for your cakes and cupcakes with this mix.
It dries hard, making it simple to make flowers or other
garnishments in advance. To mix, simply add water
Angel white Powder Mix – Fat free and delicious. Easy
to use. Non- Yellowing.
Piping Gel Piping is a decorating tool to create handwritten greetings. Piping gel is also easy to tint into your
favorite shade and excellent for piping gel transfers.
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in 16oz . units.
Cake Decorating Aids
•

Glucose – for candy making

•

Lecithin – disperses fat to prevent spattering

•

Cake Pan Release for coating pans for easy
release after baking

FOOD
SERVICE
The Food Pak ™ brand is a family of
standard products that are prepared
for end-users who make their own
pies, puddings or dressings. And
serve meals to customers. Typical
end users include Casual Dining
Restaurants, Hotel Chains, Country
Clubs, Institutional and Church
Groups.
Alternatively we can prepare and
package your recipe for you!
Pudding & Pie Fillings - Cook and
Instant styles are available. All
products are delicious and provide
home cooked flavors. Cook type
puddings are available in 27oz. and
45 oz. packs. Instant style is
available as 32 oz.
Meringue Mix can be used as a
topping or mixed with a pie filling.
Fat free and easy to prepare. Just
add water to 16oz or 10lb packs.
Custom packs up to 50 lb. also
available
Non-Dairy Whipped Topping Mix –
A great tasting easy to prepare
dessert topping. Standard
packaging is 16oz.
Gelatin – A fat free desert with
added Vitamin C that come sin a
range of flavors. Packed in 12-24 oz.
per case.
Salad Dressings – Private label, cold
processed in a range of flavors.
Available as standard 32 oz. or 400
lb. drums
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SPECIALITY
Soft Serve Ice Cream, Slush and Smoothie Mixes

Slushade™ Drink Products
A delicious free flowing
neutral base mix that can be

Freezerta ™ Soft Serve Ice
Cream Mix
The complete ice cream mix

combined with a variety of fruit for small batch Premium ice

A functional flavored base for
smoothie preparation. Just add
fresh fruit and ice to taste.

flavor packs to make slush

cream. This product has

drinks. Slushade is available in

excellent flavor and mouth

8 flavors. Makes 5 gallon per

feel. Freezes effortlessly and is

Malt Powder has a rich malt

flavor pack.

available in 26 oz. units in

aroma and taste. It can be used

Chocolate or Vanilla flavor.

alone or to enhance other

Topping Syrup Powder Can be
used to improve the
performance of fountain syrups
and enhance the flavor and
cling properties of fruit
toppings
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SmoothieTaste™

Old Fashioned Malt Powder

flavors. It does increase overall
sweetness.
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Customized Blending & Packaging

Whether you have a private label opportunity, need convenience packaging or have a recipe that needs to be
blended and packaged Kosto Foods is ready to support your plans from development, scale up through to your
commercial launch. CALL US!

COLD PROCESSING
Sauces & Salad Dressings are a flavorful accompaniment to food. Kosto products are
cold processed to a customer’s recipe providing uniform viscosity, acidity, flavor,
color and fat content. The products are stable at room temperature.

Custom Blending
Whether you have a new product that has not yet launched or you are looking to
outsource some capacity Kosto can support your program. We can work with you on
recipe development or toll manufacture your specification.

Dry Blending
Kosto Foods simplifies the manufacturing process for its customers. Our customers
save time by buying in pre-blended ingredients. We have a flexible range of unit
sizes for custom blending and welcome smaller orders for our stock items. Typical
end uses are in bakery, dairy and food service.

Custom Packaging
We focus on packaging for the food processing market to provide the customer with
the most flexibility. From small 20 g color bottles to large totes we have a range of
options based upon your needs.
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Kosto
Foods
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Kosto Food Products
1325 Old Rand Road
Wauconda, IL 60084
847 487 2600
www.kostofoods.com

